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The purpose of this paper is to present an econometric methodology for select tug among alternative
specificutions of the structure of consumer pref't-ences in statistical demand eauils:s. Wi' first derire para-
metric restrictionS for direct and indirect transcendental logarithmic utilltv Iiinctions corresponding to
restrictions on the /ir,n of consumer preferences and on changes iii prefrreiues ot'cr rune. We consider
restrictions corresponding to graupwise separability in goods and in time, groupwise homotheticity.
groupwi.se linear logarithmic utility, and groupwise equality of rates of commodity augmentation. Second.
we formulate statistical tests of these restrictions based on the likelihood ratio principle. Finally, we present
empirical tests of each set of restrictions for U.S. time series data on personal consumption expenditures
for the period1947-Ic7l.
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to present an econometric methodology for charac-
terizing the structureofconsumer preferences and changes in preferences over
time.' For this purpose we introduce new representationsofconsumer preferences.
Our approach is to represent the underlying utility function by functions that are
quadratic in the logarithmsofthe quantities consumed and time. Similarly, we
represent the underlying indirect utility function by functions that arequadratic
in the logarithms of ratios of prices to total expenditure and time. These representa-
tions of consumer preferences do not require the assumptionsofadditivity,
homotheticity, and stationarity of preferences implicit in the traditional approach
to statistical demand analysis.
We refer to our representation of the utility function as the direct transcen-
dental logarithmic utility function with time-varying prelerences, or more simply,
thedirect translog utility function.The utility functionis a transcendental
functionofthe logarithms of the quantities consumed andoftime.2 Similarly, we
refer to our representationofthe indirect utility function as the indirect transcen-
dental logarithmic utility function with time-varying preferences or, more simply,
theindirect translog utility function.Direct and indirect translog utility functions
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Direct and indirect utility functions with time-varying preferences are discussed by Lau[1969a].
A function U = F(X) is an algebraic function if U can be defined implicitly by anequation
G(U, X) = 0, where G is a polynomial in U and X. All functions which are notalgebraic are
transcendental. See Courant (1936), p. 119.
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Swithout jrne-varYingpreferences wereintroduced by Christensen. Jorgenson and
Lau and used bythem to test thetheory ofdeniandand to characteriie substutjo
patterns amongcommoditYgroups.3Lau and Mitchell arid Christensen and
Mauser haveemployed hornOtheticindirect translog utility functions to charac-
terize substitutionpatterns.4
As an illustrationof the traditionalapproach to demand analysis, we Call
consider the doublelogarithmic demandfunctions employed in the Pioneering
studies of consumerdemand by Schultz. Stone,andWold.5If thetheoryof demand
is valid and demandfunctions are doublelogarithmic with time trends, the utility
function is neutral linearlogarithmic. A neutral linearlogarithmic utility function
is additive, homothetic,and stationarY.Elasticities of substitution among all pairs
of commodities areconstant and equal tounity. All expenditure proportions are
constant for all valuesof prices, total expenditure,and time. Similarly, the Rotter.
dam system ofdemand functions with timetrends employedbyBarten and Theil
is consistentwith utility maximizationonly if the utility function is neutral linear
logarithmic.6We conclude that thedouble logarithmic and Rotterdam demand
systems implicitlymaintain the hypotheses ofadditivity. hornotheticity,tnd
stationarity.
Houthakker and Stone havedeveloped alternative approaches to demand
analysis that retain the assumptionof additivity while dropping the assumption of
homotheticitY.7Stone has employed a linearexpenditure system, based on a
utility function that is linearin the logarithm of quantities consumed less a con-
stant for each commodity,representing initial commitments of expenditure. Non-
zero commitmentspermit expenditure proportions to vary with total expenditure.
Houthakker has employed a direct addilog system.based on a utility function that
is additive in functions that are homogeneousin the quantity consumed for each
commodity. The degree of homogeneity may varyfrom commodity to commodity.
again permitting expenditure proportions to varywith total expenditure. Parallel!-
ing the drect addilog demand system,Houthakker has also employed an indirect
addilog system, based on an indirect utility function that is additive in the ratios
of prices to total expenditure.
Basmann, Johansen, and Sato have combined the approaches of flouthakker
and Stone. defining each of the homogeneous functions in the direct addilog
utility function on the quantity consumed less a constant for each commodity.8
The resulting utility function is additive but not homothetic. We conclude that
See Christensen, Jorgenson and Lau [1975]. Earlier Christensen. Jorgenson andLau 11971.
19731introduced transcendental logarithmic functionsIntothe study of production.
SeeI.auand Mitchell [1971] and Christensen and Manser [1974a. 1974h].
SeeSchultz[1938].Stone [1954a]. and Wold [1953]. For a proof that an iniegrabie systemol
double logarithmic demand functions with time trends implies neutral linear logarithmic utility. '
Jorgenson andLau[1974].
See Barten [1964, 1967, 1969], McFadden [1964], and Theil[1965.1967,1971].For aproofthat
an integrable Rotterdam system with time intercepts implies explicit neutral linear logarithmic utility.
see Jorgenson andLau[1974].
'SeeHouthakker [1960] and Stone [l954h]. The linear expenditure sstem Was originally)f
posedbyKlein and Robin[1947-1948].
See Basmann [1969]. Johansen [1969] and Sato [1972j. For an empirical application. see Broan








the linear expenditure system, the direct and indirect addilog systems, and the
combined systems introduced by Basmann, Johansen, and Sato maintain the
hypotheses of direct or indirect additivity. By employing direct and indirect
translog utility functions with time-varying preferences we can test additivity,
honiotheticity, and stationaritv restrictions rather than maintaining these re-
restrictions on preferences as part of our econometric model.
In the following section we introduce direct and indirect translog utility
functions with time-varying preferences and the corresponding systems of indirect
and direct demand functions. We consider restrictions on the demandfunctions
implied by utility maximization. We impose these restrictions as part of our
maintained hypothesis. In Section 3 we consider demand systems associated with
restrictions on the structure of consumer preferences and changes inpreferences
over time. We begin with groupwiseseparability and groupwise homotheticity
of preferences. For each set of restrictions on preferences. we deriveparametric
restrictions on the corresponding system of demand functions. Theseparametric
restrictions provide the basis for statistical test of alternative hypothesesabout
the structure of consumer preferences.
We consider two alternative sets of restrictions on the variationof consumer
preferences over time. The first. set corresponds to separability of goodsand time;
a commodity group is separable from timeif the ratios of any pair of demand
functions for all commodities within the group are independentof time. An
alternative set of restrictions on changes in preferences is associated with com-
modity augmentation; commodity augmentation byitself is not a testable hypoth-
esis since any change in preferences over time can beregarded as commodity
augmenLing or commodity diminishing. Weimpose restrictions on the variation
of preferences with time by imposing restrictions on rates ofaugmentation of
commodities within a given group: in particular, we formulate testsof equality of
rates of commodity augmentation within a group.Groupwise separability from
time and groupwise equality of rates of commodity augmentation are notmutually
exclusive; however, they coincide only under additionalrestrictions such as neutral
linear logarithmic utility.
We present empirical results of tests of alternative setsof restrictions on
consumer preferences and changes in preferences overtime in Section 4. Our tests
are based on time series data forU.S. personal consumption expenditures of three
commodity groups---durables. non-durables, and energyfor theperiod 1947-
1971. Our concept of personal consumption expendituresdiffers from the cor-
responding concept in the U.S. national income and product accountsin the
treatmentof consumers' durables.9 We treatexpenditure on consumers'
durables as part of gross private domestic investmentrather than personal
consumption expenditures. We add an imputed flow of servicesfrom consumers'
durables to personal consumption expenditures, so that ourconcept of durables
services is perfectly analogous to the nationalaccounting concept of housing
services.
A detailed reconciliation of our concept of personal consumption expenditures and thenational




:12.1. The direct trWL!Vg utilityJu?UtWfl
A direct utIlityfimciiofl U with time-VaryingJefeRuces 'aiibe written in
the form:
(2.1) In UF(X1.X,
where X(i = 1, 2, 3) is thequantity consumed of the ith commodity andIis time.
At each time the consumermaximizes utility, subject to the budget constraint,
(2.2) = M,
where p(i = 1, 2, 3) is the price of the i-thcommodityand M is the value of total
expenditure.
Maximizing utility, subject to the budget constraint, we obtain the identjt
lnUp.X .,iflnU
(2.3) =
This identity gives the ratios of prices tototal expenditure as functions of the
quantities consumed:
(2.4)










We refer to these functions asindirect demand functions.
Utility is nondecreasing in the quantities consumed, so that the negative
of the logarithm of utility is nonincreasing in the logarithms of the quantities
consumed. A necessary and sufficient condition for monotonicity of the negative
of the logarithm of the utility function at a particular point is that the budget
shares are non-negative at that point. The utility function is quasiconcave, so that
the negative of the logarithm of the utility function is quasiconvex. Monotonicity
and quasiconvexity of the negative of the logarithm of the utility functionare the
basic assumptions of the theory of demand.
We approximate the negative of the logarithm of the utility function bya
function quadratic in the logarithms of the quantities consumed andt:
(2.5) In U=+; In X, +. r + flInX.In X
+ E/3111nX1.t
Using this form of the utility functionwe obtain:
+flIn L + /3. .t =PJXJV(2
+flkIlnX + I),(j = 1,2.3).
To simplify this notationwe write:
(2.7) M ,II(1=>.:#kl, I3Mtso that
(8 ( l )
M - z+ In X1 +f, r'-
n We note that the paiaiueters z, and fl, have noeffect on the utility_maximi/itig
quantities consumed. These two parameters cannothe identified from data on
prices and quantities.
The budget constraint implies that:
(2,9) = I.
so that, given the parametersofany two equations For thebudget shares, p1XM
(j = 1,2,3), the parameters ofthe third equation can be determinedfrom the
definitions of CM,(j= 1, 2,3), and fl.
Since the equations for the budget shares arehomogeneous of degree zero in
the parameters. normalization of the parametersis required for estimation. A
convenient normalization for the direct translogutility function is:
(2.10) == 1
We estimate only two of theequations for the budget shares,subject to
normalization of the parameter CMappearing in each equation at minusunity.
Unrestricted, there are eighteen unknown parametersto be estimated from the two
equations. If the equations are generatedby utility maximization, the parameters
f3.1(j = 1.2, 3) and J3appearing in each equation must bethe same. This results
in a set of restrictions relating thefour parameters appearing in eachof the two
equations, a total of four restrictions.We refer to these as equa lilyrestrictions.
C The negative of the logarithm of thedirect translog utility function istwice
s differentiable in the logarithms of thequantities consumed, so that theHessian
e of this function is symmetric. Thisgives rise to a set of restrictionsrelating the
t parameters of the cross-partialderivatives:
(2.11) fl= f3. (i = 1,2.3).
y There is one restriction of this type amongthe parametersofthe two equations
we estimate directlyand two such restrictions among the parametersofthe equa-
a tion we estimate indirectly from thebudget constraint. We refer to these as symmetry
restrictions.The total number of symmetry restrictionsis three.
If equations for the budget shares aregenerated by maximization of a direct
translog utility function, the parameterssatisfy equality and symmetry restrictions.
There are seven such restrictions.Given the seven equality and symmetryrestric-
tions, eleven unknown parametersremain to be estimated. Our approach tothe
analysis of consumer demand takes asassumptions the restrictions onexpenditure
allocation implied by utility maximizationand the existence of the threecommodity
groupsdurables, non-durables, and energyaswell-defined economic aggre-
gates. Given these assumptions, weestimate the unknown parametersofour
complete demand system simultaneously.
Given the hypothesis of consistencybetween our system of indirectdemand
functions and the maximization ofutility and the grouping ofcommodities into
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three aggregates. wecould proceed to impose further constraints ()fl the allocat ion
of personal consumptionexpenditures. such IS COflStaflt price and inCome elastici-
ties of demand or constantelasticities of substitut on among COninioditygroups
However, such anapproach would frustrate our primary research objectiveof
characterizing the pattern of consumerdemand empirically. I his approach
Would
convert hypotheses aboutbudget allocation and patterns of substitutioninto
assumptions rather than hypotheses tobe tested. Instead we propose totest all
further restrictions on the structureof the direct utility function.
2.2. The indireci trans/ag uti!tV /iinction.
An indirect utility finction V with time-varying preferences can be written
in the form:
F' 1'P lnV=GM M M
where V is the maximum level of utility corresponding to the prices p1(i1,2,31
and the level of total expenditure M.
We can determine the budget share from the J-th commodity from the
identity
olflVpjXjv.C1flV 12 ) in p/MM 'Inp1/M'




(2.14) ' , (= 1,2, 3).
"ic' n
ML ' Inp1/M
We refer to these functions as directdemandlunctions.
Utility is nonincreasing in the prices, so that the logarithm ofutility is non-
increasing in the logarithms of the prices. Anecessary and sufficient condition for
monotonicity of the logarithm of the indirect utility functionat a particular point
is that the budget shares are non-negativeat that point. The indirect utility function
is quasiconvex, so that the logarithm of this functionis quasiconvex.
The system consisting of the negative of thelogarithm of the direct utility
function and the indirect demand functions isdual to the system consisting of the
logarithm of the indirect utility functionand the direct demand functions. One
system can be obtained from the other bysimply interchanging the quantities
consumed X (1 = 1,2,3) with the ratios ofprices to total expenditure p'M(i
1, 2, 3). All the properties ofone system carry over to the other system with the
role of these two sets of variablesinterchanged.
!O Systemsof direct and indirect demandfuntion with these properties arc discussed by Christen- sen, Jorgenson and Lau [1975].
'This is the logarithmic formof Ro's Identity. See Roy [1943]
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(2.12)
(2.13)We approximate the logarithm of the indirect utility function by a function
quadratic in the logarithms of the ratios of prices to the value of total expenditure
and t:
(2.15) In V +s1ln+ +
+fi1,ln-t-f
Using this form of the indirect utility function we obtain:
(2.16)j+>I3JiIfl+[1il.t_(k+>.f1ki1flçj+flkro).
(/= 1,2,3).
As before, we simplify notation by writing:
(2.17) M = ' fiMi =Iki' flM (i= 1,2,3),
so that:
(218)
+/3flInp'M +flt -12 3) M -jq+flMIlnP/M +[11t'-
The parameters ; and f3, cannot be identified.
The budget constraint implies that, given the parameters of any two equations
for the budget shares, the parameters of the third equation can be determined from
the definitions ofcLM,I3MJ(j = 1,2,3),andf3M. Asbefore, we normalize the para-
meters of the indirect translog utility function so that:
(2.19) aM =
As in the case of the direct transiog utility function with timevarying preferences,
we estimate only two of the equations for the budget shares,subject to normaliza-
tion of the parameteraMappearing in each equation at minus unity. We also
maintain the assumptions of utility maximization and the existence of the three
aggregates. The equality and symmetry restrictions resulting from these assump-
tions are strictly analogous to those for the direct translog utility function with
time-varying preferences.
2.3.Stochastic specfication
The first step in implementing an econometric model of demand based on
the direct translog utility function with time-varying preferences is to add a
stochastic specification to the theoretical model based on equations for the
budget shares p3X/M( / = 1,2,3). Given the disturbances in any two equations,
the disturbance in the remaining equation can be determined from the budget
55constraint. Only two equationsare required for a complete econometric model of
demand. We assumethat the noncuntenlporafleOUS disturbances, whether from
the same or differentequations. have /eiO covartance. No additional restrictioii5
are placed on thedisturbances, other than the IccItlirenlent that (llsttirhances from
the three equations mustadd up to zero. VVe also assume that the right hand side
variables of the equationSfor the budget shares are uncorrelated with the sto-
chastic disturbances. l'his latterassumption facilitates the use of the methodof
maximum likelihood inestimation of the parameters.
In implementing an econometricmodel of demand based on the indirect
utility function with time-varyiligprefereiices the first step. as before, is to adda
stochastic specification to thetheoretical model based on equations for the budget
sharesp3X,/M(j = I,2, 3). Only two equations are required for a complete model
The assumptions that we makehere are strictly analogous to those for the direct
translog utility function with time-varyingpreferences. We note, however, thatthe
implications of the stochastic specification are different for the direct and indirect
models and hence the results for the two models are not directly comparable
To summarize: We have derived models for the allocation of personal con-
sumption expenditures from direct and indirect translog utility functions with
time-varying preferences. We take the hypothesis of utility maximization to be an
assumption r2ither than a hypothesis to be tested. Utility maximization implies
that the parameters of equations for the budget shares in each model satisfy seven
equality and symmetry restrictions that enable us to reduce the number of unknown
parameters from eighteen to eleven. These parameters are further constrained by
certain inequalities that embody monotonicity and quasiconvexity restrictions o
the negative of the logarithmofthe direct utility function and the logarithm of the
indirect utility function. We estimate the parameters of our models of consumption
subject to the equality and symmetry restrictions; at a later stage we incorporate
the monotonicity and quasiconvexity restrictions.'2
3. PREFJRENCE STRUC-TURI
3.1. Approximation
The primary objective of our research is to ascertain and characterizethe
structure of consumer preferences empirically, without maintaining restrictive
assumptions on the specific form of the utility function other thanmonotonicily
and quasiconvexity. We wish, first, to determine the effects ofchanges in total
expenditures and changes in preferencesover time on the allocation of the con-
sumer budget among commodity groups and, second, to determinethe effectsof
changes in relative priceson the allocationofthe consumer budget, that is, to
characterize the patterns of substitutionamong commodities.
In the remainder of this section,we develop tests of a series of possible re-
strictions on the underlyingstructure of consumer preferences. First, we consider
groupwise separability of preferencesin commodities and in time. Second, we
consider overall hornotheticityand groupwise honiotheticity of preferences.
2 Monotorncityand quasiconvexily restrictionsarediscuscd h) Lau [1)74j. See alsoJorgenson andLau[1974].
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3Third, we consider groupwise linear logarithmic utilityas a possible restriction on
preferences. Finally, we consider groupwise equal rates ofconimodity augmentation
as a possible restriction on changes in the structure of preferences over time.
The transcendental logarithmic utility function with time-varying preferences
can be interpreted as a local second-order Taylor's series approximation of an
arbitrary utility function with time-varying preferences that is differentiable at
least up to the third order. In practical applications the latter condition is hardly
any restriction as any utility function can be approximated arbitrarily closely by
an infinitely differentiable function. Using this local approximation property,
the translog utility function can be used to test specific hypotheseson the structure
of the underlying utility function.
The parameters of the translog utility function can be identified with the
coefficients in a Taylor's series expansion to the underlying utility function. They
take the values of the IIrst and second partial logarithmic derivatives of thenega-
tive of the logarithm of the underlying utility function at the point of expansion.
Specific hypotheses on the structure of preferences imply restrictionson the Hessian
of the negative of the logarithm of the utility function and can be tested by imposing
these restrictions on the parameters of the translog utility function.
Restrictions on the structure of preferences do not necessarily imply the
corresponding restrictions on the translog utility function itself. Properties of the
underlying utility function and its translog approximation agree up to and includ- I
ing second-order derivatives at the point ofapproximation. We distinguish between
situations where the translog utility function provides an approximation to an
underlying utility function with a certain property and situations where the
translog utility function also possesses that property. In the latter case, wesay
that the translog utility function possesses the property intrinsically.
3.2. Groupit'ise separability
The first set of restrictions on consumer preferences that we propose to test are
groupwise separability restrictions. A direct utility function U with time-varying
preferences that is separable in X1 and X2 from X3 can be written in the form:
(3.1) In U = F(. In U'(X,X2,t),X3,r),
where the function - In W depends only on X1, X2 and time and is nonincreasing
and quasiconvex in X1 and X2. A necessary and sufficient condition for groupwise
separability of the direct utility function in X1 and X2 from X3 is that the ratio of
the indirer demand functions for X1 and X, is independent of the quantity of X3.
A direct utility function that is groupwise separable in X1 and X2 from time can
be writt:n in the form:
(3.2 In UF(ln U'(X1,X2,X3),X3,t),
which is analogous to equation (3.1) with the roles of X3 and t interchanged. A
necessary and sufficient condition for groupwise separability of X1 and X2 from
time is that the ratio of the indirect demand functions of X1 and X2 is independent
of time. Groupwise separability in time is also referred to as groupwise neutrality.
57Partialldifferentiating equation (3.1) fIrst Withrespect to In V3and thc with respect to In X and In X 2 separately, we Obtain:
- In U (2f. - In U'
nX,InX3rInt.'(lnX3 In.V,
- In 1.! (2 j.' -- In U'
iIn "2lnX1e In In (In \
By observing that:
1'In U jj;' In U'
In X, -- In U' In .V,
- Iii L [F ('In U




cIn X,In \3 iF( - In U') j In ,Y,
so that:
(3.4)
U 2F'(- In U' 1 In X3)- In U (35)
In X,In X eFIfr - In Li') cIn ,y2
Given groupwise separability,equations (3.5must hold everywherein particular, they must holdat the point of approximationin this case, In A'= = 1,2, 3), t = 0, where we can identify thefirst and second partialderivatives with the parameters of thedirect translog utilityfunction with time.varying preferences:
(2- In U ('2- In U InX' =/113,1I\. ii .k= /123.
lnUilnt
'(lflX; 2
Thus, given groupwiseseparability of X1 and A2 fromA3. the parameters of the direct translog utilityfunction must satisfy therestrictions:
(3.6)
P13
where p3 is aconstant given by:
- In Li' j' In A3) f) =
- F/(- In U')
at the point ofapproximation.
Similarly, ina manner strictlyanalogous to the derivation ofequation (3.6). it can be shownthat givengroupwise separability ofA'and A2 from time. the parameters of the directtranslog utility functionmust satisfy the restrictions:
(3.7)
= p32,
fill = , [12, =
58We note that there are no analogous restrictions on the direct translog parameters
for groupwise separability of the type X and time from X2 because the parameter
z cannot be identified.
We distinguish among three commodity groups. Each pair of commodities,
such as X1 and X2, can be separable from the remaining commodity,X3 in this
instance, and time. Corresponding to the three possible pairs ofcommodities,
there are six possible sets of groupwise separability restrictionsanalogous to
equation (3.6) or equation (3.7). Each set of two restrictions involvesthe ntroduc-
tion of one new parameterp3 and p in the examples givenabove. Under each
set of such restrictions, maintaining the symmetry andequality restrictions, ten
unknown parameters remain to be estimated.
The translog approximation to a groupwise separable utility functionis not
necessarily groupwise separable. For a direct translog utility function tobe
groupwise separable in X1 and X2 from X3, the ratio of theindirect demand
functions generated by the direct translog utility function mustbe independent of
X3. We refer to a direct translog utility function as intrinsically groupiviseseparable
if it is groupwise separable. Two alternative sets of restrictions on the parameters
of the direct translog utility function are jointly necessary and sufficientfor intrinsic
groupwise separability of the direct translog utility function.The first set consists
of the restrictions given in equation (3.6) and the additionalrestriction:
(3.8) P3 = 0.
This restriction implies that the cross partial derivatives ofthe direct translog
utility function with respect to X1 and X3 and X2and K3. respectively, are
identically zero at the point of approximation. Thus the indirectdemands of X1
and X2 do not depend on X3. We refer to this set ofrestrictions as explicit groupwise
separability restrictions.
A second set of restrictions that implies intrinsic groupwiseseparability of the
direct translog utility function is that pis different from zero, but that the ratio
of the budget shares of X1 and K2 is constant for allprices, total expenditure and
time. This means that the parameters of the directtranslog utility function must
satisfy the restrictions:
(3.9)1fl12 = 2flhi'z1fl22 = 2fli2' i123 =2fll3' ziP2, 2flui.
that is, the second order trans log parameterscorresponding to the first and second
commodities must be in the same proportion as thefirst order translog parameters.
If the ratio of the optimal budget shares of X and X2is constant, the direct utility
function takes the form:
In U = F(i1lnX1 + ö2lnX2,X3,t),
where 5andare constants. This utilityfunction is both groupwi.se linear
logarithmic in X1 and X2 and groupwiseseparable in X1 and X2 from time. We
say that such a utilityfunction is groupwise neutral linear logarithmic.This con-
dition is much more restrictive thangroupwise separability or explicit groupwise
separability; we will discuss it in more detailin Section 3.4 below.
Similarly, two alternative sets of restrictions onthe parameters of the direct
translog utility function are jointly necessaryand sufficient for intrinsic groupwise
59separability of X and X2 fromtime. The first set consists of the restrictions given
in equation (3.7) above andthe additional restriction
(3.10) = 0.
thatis, the direct translog utilityhi nctoii is explieitlgraupise .ceparahk' in X and X2 from lime.A second set of restrictions that alsoimplies intrinsic
groupwise .sc'poral'ilitv of X1 andX, from time are the restrictions ofgroupwise neutral linear logarithmicutility.
We can show thatrestrictions analogous to equations (3.)and (3.10) must
hold for any one of thesix possible types of explicitgroupwise separability, given
groupwjse separability. Undereach set of explicit groupwiseseparability restric- tions, nine unknownparameters remain to be estimated.
A direct utility functionwith time-varying preferences isadditive in A'1.X2 and X3 if it can be writtenin the form:
(3.11)In UF((In U'(Xt) + In U2(X2,,)+ In U3(X3,t)),i)
A necessary andsufficient condition for additivityin commodities is that the direct utility function isgroupwise separable inany pair of commodities from the
remaining commodity Inparticular, since there are onlythree commodities groupwise separability ofany two pairs of commodities from thethird is sufficient for additivity. A directtransiog utility function withtime-varying preferences is explicit/t' additizc' if itcan be written in the form
(3.12) - in U = - In U (X1. t) - In U2(X2. 1) - in U3(X3, t).
where each function- In tJ'(i = 1, 2, 3) is nonincreasingand Convex. The translog approximation to an explicitlyadditive utility functionis necessarily explicitly additive. Anecessary and sufficient conditionfor explicit additivity incommodities is that the direct translogutility function is explicitlygroupwise separable inany pair of commodities fromthe remainingcommodity. Since thereare only three commodities explicitgroupwise separability forany two pairs of commodities from a thirdcommodity is sufficient forexplicit additivity.
A direct utility functionwith time-varyingpreferences is neutral if itcan be written in the form:
---In U= F(in U'(X1 X2, X3), t),
where In U' isindependent of time. Anecessary and sufficientcondition for neutrality is that the directutility function isgroupwise separable inany pair of commodities from time. inparticular, since thereare only threecommodities groupwise separability ofany two pairs ofcommodities from time issufficient for neutrality. A direct utilityfunction withtime-varying preferencesis expljjt Ij neutral if it can bewritten in the form
(3.13) --In U = In U1(X,,X2, X3) + F(t).
The translogapproximation to an explicitlyneutral utility functionis necessarily explicitiy neutral. Anecessary and sufficientcondition for explicitneutrality is that the direct translogutility function isexplicitly groupwiseseparable in any pair of commodities from time. Inparticular, since thereare only threecommodities
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aexphcit groupwise separability of any two pairs of commodities from time is
sufficient for explicit neutrality.
3.3. Groupwise hwnotjiencitv and homogeneity
The second set of functional restrictions on consumer preferences that we
propose to test are 1:mnotJietic,ty restrictions. First, we consider overall homo-
theticity of preferences. A direct utility function with time-varying preferences
that is Iwmotlietic can be written in the form
(3.14) In UF(ln H(X1, X2, K, t), 1),
where H is homogeneous of degree one in the quantities X1, X2, and X3. Under
homotheticity, the optimal budget shares for all three commodities depend only
on prices and time and are independent of total expenditure. An equivalent
characterization of homotheticity is that the ratios of indirect demand functions
are all homogeneous of degree zero in X1, X2 and X3.
Paitially differentiating equation (3.14) with respect to In X)(/ = 1.2, 3), we
obtain:
Second, differentiating again with respect to In Xk (k = 1.2. 3). we obtain:








Finally, summing over k and using homogeneity of degree one of the function H,
we can write:
2InU 12F ?InH
(3.17) = (j = 1.2,3).
clnX&?lnX1InHiInX1
Given homotheticity, equations (3.17) must hold everywhere; in particular,
they must hold at the point of approximation, where we can identify the first and








- Intl i?F?!n If
(3.15) ?InX5 = ?lnH ?lnX1'(.i= 1,2.3).S
Given homotheticit', the parameters of the direct translogutilityfunction must
satisfy the restrictions
(3.18) IJ,tII =I'I.f2 = /1's13
where a is a constant given by:
i2F1'(? In H)
We introduce one new parameter, ;, so that these restrictions reduce thenumber
of parameters by two, leaving nine unknown parameters to he estimated.
The translog approximation to a liomothetic direct utility ftinctionis not
necessarily homothetic, even though it must satisfy the restrictionsgiven in
equation (3.18; above. For a direct translog utility functionto be homothetic, the
ratios of the indirect demand functions generated by the directtranslog utility
function must he homogeneous of degreezero in the quantities consumed. We
refer to a direct translog utility functionas intrinsically lunnotiwlic if itis itself
homothetic. Two alternative sets of restrictionson the parameters of the direct
translog utility function are jointlynecessaryand sufficient for intrinsic homo-
theticity of the direct translog utility function. The firstset consists of the restric-
tions given in equation (3.1$) above and theadditional restriction:
(3J9 o=0.
We refer to this set of restrictionsas explicit homot/wticitv restrictions. Under the
explicit homotheticity restrictions, only eightunknown parameters remain to be
estimated.
A second set of restrictions that implies intrinsichornotheticity of the direct
translog utility function is thato is different from zero, but that the ratios of all
pairs of optimal budget sharesare constant for all prices, total expenditureand time. This means that theparameters of' the direct translog utility functionmust satisfy:
(3.20) iI'I2 21iII. iII3 = 3llui. 12/113 3flI2,
II22 = :2IJl2, i3fl12. =
= 2flI3' I/33- 3fll3, 12/133 13/123,
2Il,' iI13, = 2fl3r 13112,
not all of which are independent. Inother words, the second orderparameters of each commodity must be in thesame proportion as the first orderparameters. If the ratios of all pairs ofoptimal budget sharesare constant, the direct utility function takes the form:
(3.21) In U = F(ö1 lnX1+ô2lnX2+lnX3,t)
whereö2. and Ô3 areconstants. We refer to sucha utility function as neutral linear logaritlinije. This conditionis much morerestrictive than homotheticjtor explicit homotheticity andwe will discuss it in more detailin Section 3.4.
62A direct utility function with time-varying preferences is Iumiogeneoiiiiit
can he written in the form:
(3.22) In '!11'i."2,3.t).
where H is a homogeneous functron of degree one in XX2 and K.Homogeneity
is, of course. a specialization olhomotheticity. Under homogeneity the parameters
of the direct translog utility function must satisfy the explicit hornoiheticitv
restrictions given in equation (3.19) above and the additional restriction:
(3.23) = 0.
We refer to this set of restrictions as Iio,noeeueitr restrictions. Under these re-
strictions only seven unknown parameters remain to be estimated. We note that
the translog approximation to a homogeneous direct utility function is necessarily
homogeneous.
An alternative form of homotheticity of preferences is groupwise houw-
theiicitv. A direct utility function with time-varying preferences that is groupwise
homothetic in X1 and X2 can he written in the form
(3.24) lnU=F(lnH(X1,X2.X3M,X3.t)
where H is homogeneous of degree one in the quantities X1 and X2. Under
groupwise homotheticity in X and X2the ratio of the indirect demand functions
of K1 and K2 is homogeneous of degree zero in K1 and X2. In other words, the
ratio of the indirect demands remains invariant under proportional changes in the
quantities consumed ofX1 and X2. Under groupwise homotheticity the parameters
of the direct translog utility function must satisfy the restrictions:
(3.25) fin + 1112a2I,Ii2 + 1122 =
This set of two restrictions involves the introduction of one new parameter,
a12 so that only ten unknown parameters remain tobe estimated. Corresponding
to the three possible pairs of commodities, there are three possible sets of group-
wise homotheticity restrictions. Restrictions analogous to those given iii equations
(3.25) above must hold for any one of the three possible sets of groupwise homo-
theticity restrictions.
The translog approximation to a groupwise homothetic direct utility function
is not necessarily groupwise homothetic. For a direct translog utility function to
be groupwise homothetic, the ratio of the indirect demand functions of X1 and X2
generated by the direct translog utility function must be homogeneous of degree
zero in K1 and X2. We shall refer to a direct translog utility function as intrin.sicaHr
groupwis' homotheoc if it is itself groupwise homothetic. Twoalternative sets of
restrictions on the parameters of the direct translog utility function are jointly
necessary and sufficient for intrinsic groupwise homotheticityof the direct translog
utility function. The first set consists of the restrictions given in equations (3.25)
above and the additional restriction:
(3.26) C12 = 0.
We refer to this set of restrictions as explicit groupwise Iwnioiheiicuv restrictions.
63Under the explicit grotipwise hornotheticityrestrictions, only nine unknown
parameters remain to be estimated.
A second set of restrictions that implies intrinsic groupwiseliolnotheticity
of the direct translog utility function is thata12 is different from zero. hut that [he
ratio of the optimal budget shares of Xand X2 is constant for all prices,total
expenditure and time. This is precisely thecase of groupwise neutral linear loga-
rithmic utility discussed in Section 3.2above with the restrictions given inequation
(3.9). Corresponding to the three possiblepairs of commodities, thereare three
possible sets of explicit groupwise homotheticityrestrictions. Restrictions analo-
gous to those given in equation (3.26) abovemust hold for any one of the three
possible sets of explicit groupwise homotheticily restrictions.
A direct utility function with time-varying preferencesis incIusirel group1vis'
'unnotlu'jje in X and \3 if itcan be written in the form
(3.27) -in U = F(ln H(X1, X,, X3, t). t),
where H is homogeneous ofdegree one in the quantities X1and X2. Given
groupwise homotheticity, this conditionimplies in addition that theratios ol all the indirect demand functionsare homogeneous of degree zero in thequantities X1 and A',. Under inelusiregroupwisc' Iw,noil,etici,1 in X and X7 theparameters of the direct Iranslogutility function must satisfy thegroupwise homotheticity restrictions given in equation (3.25)above and the additionalrestriction:
(3.28)
1)13 + fl23
tJnder the inclusivegroupwise homotheticity restrictions,only nine unknown
parameters remain to be estimated. Again,there are three possiblesets of inclusive
groupwise homotheticity restrictionscorresponding to the three possiblesets of groupwise hornotheticity restrictions.Restrictions analogousto those given iii equation (3.28) must hold forany one of the three possiblesets of grolipwise homothetjcitrestrictions.
The translog approximationto a inclusively groupwischomothetic direct utility function is notnecessarily inclusively groupwisehomothetic. For a direct ranslog utility functionto be inclusively groupwisehomothetic, the ratios of all pairs of indirect demandfunctions generated bythe direct translog utilityfunction must be homogeneous of degreezero in X1 and X2. As before,two alternative sets of restrictionson the parameters of the directtranslog utility functionare jointly necessary and sufficient forinclusive groupwise homotheticityof the direct translog utility lunction. Thefirst set Consists of therestrictions given in equations (328) above and theadditional restriction:
(3.29)
a12-0.
We refer to thisset of restrictionsas explicit iflcluiigroupwfsc' I1o,notI:etii restrictions Under thisset of restrictiois only eightunknown parameters remain to be estimated.
A second set ofrestrictions that impliesintrinsic inclusivegroupwise homo- theticity of the directtranslog utility functionis that a12 is differentfrom zero but that the direct utilityfunction is groupwiseneutral linear logarithmic.Correspond- ing to the three possiblepairs of commoditiesthere are threepossible sets of
64explicit inclusive groupwise homotheticityrestrictions, Restrictions analogous
to those given in equation (3.9) abovemust hold for any one of the three possible
sets of explicit inclusive groupwise hc,niot heticityrestrictions.
Finally, direct utility function with time-varyingpreferences is groupwise
homogeneous if it can be written in the form:
(3.30) In U = lnH(X,X2,X3,,),
where H is homogeneous of degreeone in the quantities X1 and X2. Groupwise
homogeneity is, of course, a specialization ofinclusive groupwise homotheticity
which is in turn a specialization of groupwisehomotheticity. Under groupwise
homogeneity the parameters of the direct translogutility function must satisfv
the explicit inclusive groupwise homotheticityrestrictions given in equation
(3.29) above and the additional restriction:
(3.31) fit, + Th, = 0.
We refer to this set of restrictionsas groupwise homogeneity restrictions. Under
these restrictions only seven unknownparameters remain to be estimated. We
note that the translog approximation toa groupwise homogeneous direct utility
function is not necessarily groupwise homogeneous.Corresponding to the three
possible pairs of commodities, thereare three possible sets of groupwise honio-
geneity restrictions. Restrictions analogous to those givenin equation (3.31) must
hold for any one of the three possible sets of groupwisehomogeneity restrictions.
We conclude this section by noting that groupwisehomotheticity in all
possible groups is neither necessarynor sufficient for homotheticity of the direct
utility function. Even explicit groupwise homotheticityin all possible groups is
not sufficient for homotheticity of the direct utility function. On theother hand,
inclusive groupwise hornotheticity in all possiblegroups is sufficient, but not
necessary, for homotheticity. Inclusive groupwise homotheticity in all possible
groups implies linear logarithmic utility. Finally, explicit inclusive groupvise
homotheticity in all possible groups implies explicit linearlogarithmic utility
and groupwise homogeneity in all possiblegroups implies neutral linear logarith-
mic utility.
3.4. Groupwise linear logarithmic utility
A direct utility function with time-varyingpreferences that is groupttise
honiolheticallj separable in X1 and X2 from X3can be written in the form:
(3.32) - In U = F(ln H(X . X2, 1), X3,
where H is a homogeneous function of degreeone and depends only on X1, X2
and time. A necessary and sufficient conditions fora direct utility function to be
groupwise homothetically separable in X1 and X2 from X3 is thatthe function is
both groupwise separable and groupwise homothetic inX1 and X2.
Groupwise hornothetic separability implies that theratio of the indirect
demand functions is independent of X3 and is homogeneousof degree zero in X1
and X2. The translog approximation toa groupwise hornothetically separable
direct utility function is not necessarily groupwisehomothetically separable.
65For a direct translog utility function to be itself groupwise homotheticallysepar-
able, the ratio of the indirect demand functions of X and X2 generated froma
direct translog utility function must he independent of X and homogeneous of
degree zero in X1 and A'2 We refer to a direct translog utility function as intrin-
sicallv groupwise !ionioihe(ital/i.'eparahlt'ifitis groupwise honiothetically
separable.
As before, two alternative sets of restrictions on the parameters of the direct
translog utility function are jointly necessary and sufficient for intrinsic groupwise
homothetic separability of the direct translog utility function. The first Consists
of the combination of the explicit groupwise separability, given in equation(3.8)
above, and explicit groupwise homotheticity, given in equation (3.26)above.
Ve refer to the conjunction of these two sets of restrict ionsas the explicit group4t'ise
homorlieticseparahilit v restrictions. A second set of restrictions that implies intrinsic
groupwise homothetic separability of the direct translog utility function isthat of
groupwise neutral linear logarithmic utility, given in equation (3.9) above.
A direct utility function U with time-varying preferences isgroupwise linear
logarithmic if it can be written in the form
(3.33) - In U = F(51(t) In X1 + 2() In X2 , X3, 1).
where(t) and 62(t) are functions only of time. Anecessary and sufficient condi-
tion for groupwise linear logarithmic utility in X1and X2 is that the ratio of the
optimal budget shares ofX1 and X2 is independent ofall prices and total expendi-
ture and depends only on time. Given groupwise homotheticseparability in X1
and X from X3, groupwise linear logarithmicutility in X1 and X2 requires the
additional restriction:
(3.34) Ifl12 =2flI
Under these restrictions only eight unknownparameters remain to be estimated.
There are three possible sets of groupwiselinear logarithmic utility restrictions
and restrictions analogous to those givenin equation (3.34) must hold forany one
of them.
The translog approximation ofa groupwise linear logarithmic direct utility
function is not necessarilygroupwise linear logarithmic. Fora direct translog
utility function to be itself groupwiselinear logarithmic, the ratio of theoptimal
budget shares of X1 and X2 generatedfrom a direct translog utility functionmust
depend only on time. We shall referto a direct translog utility functionas intrinsi-
callv groupwise linear logarithmic ifit is itself groupwise linear logarithmic. As
before, two alternative sets ofrestrictions on the parameters of the directtranslog utility function are jointlynecessary and sufficient for intrinsic groupwiselinear
logarithmic utility. The first Consistsof the explicit groupwise homotheticsepara-
bility restrictions and the additionalrestriction:
(3.35) fli2O.
Under these restrictions onlysix unknownparameters remain to be estimated. We refer to these restrictionsasexplicitgroupwise linear logarithmic utilityre- strictions. A second set ofrestrictions that implies intrinsicgroupwise linear logarithmic utility is that ofgroupwise neutral linearlogarithmic utility, given in
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equation (3.9) above. Corresponding to the threepossible pairs of commodities.
there are three possible sets of explicitgroup'tise linear karith,nic iitiliti restric-
t!ons. Restrictions analogous to those given in equation (3.35)must hold for any
one of them.
A direct utility function with time-varying preferencesis liiu'ar logarithmic
in X, X2, and X3 if it can be written in the form:
(3.36) -- In U = F(ó (t) In X +2(t) In X2 itt) In X3 ,
where 51(t), ö2(t) and 53(t) are functions only of time. Anecessary and sufficient
condition for linear logarithmic utility is that the direct utility functionis groupwise
linear logarithmic in every pair of the three commodities. Inparticular, since there
are only three commodities, groupwise linear logarithmic utility forany two pairs
of commodities is sufficient for linear logarithmic utility.
A direct utility function U with time-varying preferences isexplicitly linear
logarithmic if it can be written in the form:
(3.37) - in U = ó1(t) In X1 .f.(t) In X2 + O3(t) In X3 ± F(t).
The transtog approximation to an explicitly linear logarithmicutility function is
necessarily explicitly linear logarithmic. A necessary and sufficientcondition for
explicit linear logarithmic utilityis that the direct translog utility function is
explicitly groupwise linear logarithmic in every pair of the threecommodities. In
particular, since there are only three commodities, explicitgroupwise linear
logarithmic utility for ans' two pairs of commodities is sufficient.Given linear
logarithmic utility, explicit groupwise linear logarithmic utility inany one of the
three possible pairs implies that the direct utility functionis explicitly linear
logarithmic. For an explicitly linear logarithmic utility functionthe budget shares
of all commodities are independent of prices and total expenditure,depending
only on time.
Finally, a direct utility function U with time-varying preferencesis neutral
linear logarithmic if it can be written in the form:
(3.38) - In U = F(ó1 In K1 + 2 In X2 + O3 In X3, I),
where ö 2andare constants. Two alternative sets of conditions are jointly
necessary and sufficient for neutral linear logarithmic utility. First, the direct
translog utility function is both neutral and linear logarithmicarid it is either explic-
itly neutral, explicitly linear logarithmic,or both. Alternatively, the direct translog
utility function satisfies the restrictions given in equation (3.20), thatis, the neutral
linear logarithmic utility restrictions. In eithercase, the empirical implications
are identicalthe budget shares of all commodities are constant.
3.5. Groupwise equal raes oJ commodity augmentation
As an alternative point of departure for the analysis of time-varyingpref-
erences, we suppose that the quantities consumed of X1, X2 and K3 are augmented
by factors A1(t), A2(t) and A3(z) respectively, where theaugmentation factors are
functions only of time. A direct utility function withcommodity-augmenting time-
varying preferences can be written in the form:
(3.39) -. In 1] = F(A1(i)X1 , A 2(t)X2, A3(t)X3).
67Without loss of generality, the augmentation factorscan be nornlali2ed so that they
all take the value unity for i = 0. Without further restrictionson the fjtnctjoji F
commodity augmentation is not a testable hypothesis, since it hasno empirical
implications that can be refuted. Even if one restricts eachaugmentation factor
to be drawn from the family of one-parameter algebraic functions.commodity
augmentation is still not a testable hypothesis since theparameters ; and fl,,
are not identified.
A direct utility function with time.varying preferences thatis characterized
by groupvise equal rates of coniniod:t augmentationcan be written in the form
(3.40) In U = F(A(t)X1, A(t)X2, A1(i)V3).
The cross partial derivatives of- In U with respect to time and In XIn X2 or
In X3 are given by;

















(i,j= 1,2,3), ThnXfln X1?In XälnX'
and the fact that equation (3.41)must hold everywhere, in particular,at the point of approximation wheret = 0, we can identify the firstand second partial deriva- tives of - In U with theparameters of the direct translog utilityfunction with time- varying preferences. Groupwiseequal rates of commodityaugmentation in X1 and X2 implies the followingsets of restrictions:
(3.43)fl1, = flui+ 1112A + fl13A3, fl2, = 11121. + 11221. +112323,




are the rates of commodityaugmentation at the point ofapproximation. We note
68that this set of three restrictions involves the introduction of two new parameters.).
andin the example given above. Hence under groupwise equal rates ofcommod-
ity augnientation ouR Len unknown parameters teinain to be etiiiiaLed. Rctric-
Lions analogous to those given in equation (3.43) must hold for the two remaining
possible sets of groupvise equal rates of commodity augmentation restrictions.
A necessary and sufficient condition for groupwise equal rates of commodity
augmentation of the direct utility function in X1 and X2 is thtt there exist two
scalarsandfor every t such that:
[aU/X ] (X , X2_X3, t)[3U/(3X ] (qX1 , qX2, ;;3X3, 0)
{'U,/X2](X1 , X2, X3,1) -[i)U1/X2] (qX.qX2, ,
In other words, at every (there exist a proportional scaling of A'1 and X2, and a
scaling for K3, so that the ratio of the indirect demands at time zero is the same as
the ratio of the indirect demands at time t. We can verify directly that a translog
approximation to a direct utility function with time-varying preferences charac-
terized by groupwise equal rates of commodity augmentation is always character-
ized by groupwise equal rates of commodity augmentation.
A direct utility function U with time-varying preferences that is characterized
by groupnise zero rules of con,moditv aug?nenlation can be written in the form
(3.45) - In U = F(X,X2 A3(t)X3).
The corresponding restrictions on the parameters of the indirect translog utility
function with time-varying prelérences can be obtained from equation (3.43) abov3
by setting). equal to zero. tJnder groupwise zero rates of commodity augmentation
the parameters must satisfy the restrictions:
(3.46) = fl13'3 f2, = fj23j.3, = fl3i3.
Under these restrictions, only nine unknown parameters remain to be estimated
Restrictions analogous to those given in equation (3.46) must hold for the two
remaining possible sets of groupwise zero rates of commodity augmentation.
As before, we can show that the translog approximation to a direct utility function
with time-varying preferences characterized by groupwise zero rates of commodity
augmentation is always characterized by groupwise zero rates of commodity
augmentation.
A direct utility function with time-varying preferences is characterized by
equal rates of commodity augmentation in X , X2 and X3 if it can be written in
the form:
(3.47) In U = G(4(t)X1, A(jX2, ,4(t)X3).
A necessary and sufficient condition for equal rates of commodity augmentation
of the direct utility function is that the direct utility function is characterized by
groupwise equal rates of commodity augmentation in every pair of the three
commodities. In particular, since there are only three commedities, groupwise
equal rates of commodity augmentation for any two pairs of commodities is
sufficient for equal rates of commodity augmentation.
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(3.44)Finally, a direct utility function with time-varyingpreferences is characterj,ed
by zero rates of cwn,nodjt1aug?nenlalion if and only if it is characterizedby group_
wise zero tales of commodityaugmentation in every pair of the threecornmodi ties. lii particular, since thereare only three commodities, groupwisezero rates of
commodity augmentation forany two pairs of commodities is sufficient.In fact, given equal rates of commodityaugmentation, zero rates of commodityaugmenta lion for any pair of commodities implieszero rates of augmentation. In thiscase the direct utility function is alsoexplicitly neutral.
3.6. Dualitt'
The implications of separability,honiotheticity, linear logarithmicutility and equal rates of commodityaugmentation for the indirect utility functionwith time-varying preferencesare strictly analogous to thecorresponding properties for the direct utility functionwith time-varying preferences.They impose restric- tions on the direct demandfunctions as opposed to theindirect demand functions. Similarly, the parametricrestrictions implied by theseproperties of the indirect translog utility functionsare strictly analogous to theparametric restrictions implied by the correspondingproperties of the direct translogfunction. The roles of quantities consumedand ratios of prices to totalexpenditure are, of course, interchanged.
However, a givenproperty of the direct utility functionneed not imply the same property of the indirect utilityfunction. For example,a groupwise homothetic direct utility function doesnot correspond to agroupwise homothetic indirect utility function. The directutility function is inclusivelygroupwise homothetic if and only if theindirect utility function isinclusively groupwisehomothetic. Since homotheticityimplies group%vise inclusivehomotheticity for thegroup consisting of allcommodities, direct homothetjcjyis equivalent to indirect homotheticity. An alternativesufficient condition forgroupwise homotheticity of both the direct andindirect utility functions isgroupwise separability (either direct or indirect) in thesame group of commodities
Similarly, a groupwisecommodity separable directutility function doesnot correspond to a groupwisecommodity separable indirectutility function. Direct and indirect utility functionsare groupwise commodityseparable in the same group of commodities if andonly if the utilityfunction (either director indirect) is also groupwisehomorhetic in thesame group of commoditiesIn addition. the direct utilityfunctionis groupwisehornotheticallycommodity separable if and only if theindirect utility functionis groupwisehomothetically commodity separable.
In general, a groupwisetime-separable directutility function doesnot cor- respond to a groupwjse timeseparable indirect utilityfunction. Two alternative sufficient conditions forgroupwise time separabilityof both the directand the indirect utilityfunctions in thesame group ofcommodities are, first, inclusive groupwise homotheticityof the utilityfunction (either director indirect) in the same group ofcommodities and, second,groupwise homotheticcommodity separability of the utilityfunction (either director indirect) in thesame group of commodities
70An additive direct utility function does not correspond to an additive indirect
utility function. Direct and indirect utility functions are simultaneously additive
only if the utility function (either direct or indirect) is homothetic or if the utility
function (either direct or indirect) is linear logarithmic in all but one of the com-
modities.'3 In addition, the direct utility function is additive and homothetic ii
and only if the indirect utility function is additive and homothetic. On the other
hand, a neutral direct utility function always corresponds to a neutral indirect
utility function. A groupwise linear logarithmic direct utility function always
corresponds to a groupwise linear logarithmic indirect utility function. Since a
groupwise linear logarithmic utility function is groupwise homothetically corn-
inodity separable, a groupwise neutral linear logarithmic direct utility function
always corresponds to a groupwise neutral linear logarithmic indirect utility
function.
Moreover, a direct utility function with time-varying preferences charac-
terized by groupwise equal rates of commodity augmentation always corresponds
to an indirect utility function with time-varying preferences characterized by
groupwise equal rates of commodity augmentation. Likewise, a direct utility
function with time-varying preferences characterized by groupwise zero rates of
commodity augmentation always corresponds to an indirect utility function with
time-varying preferences characterized by groupwise zero rates of commodity
augmentation. 14
Finally, a utility function is self-dual if both the direct and the indirect utility
functions (corresponding to the same preferences) have the same functional
The only ttanslog utility function which is self-dual is the neutral linear logarithmic
utility function. Neutral linear logarithmic utility functions are the only intrinsi-
cally additive, homothetic, and stationary direct or indirect translog utility
functions. Direct and indirect translog utility functions can represent the same
preferences if and only if they are neutral linear logarithmic. Unless this stringent
condition is met, the direct and indirect translog approximations to a given pair
of direct and indirect utility functions correspond to different preferences. so that
the properties of these approximations are not fully comparable.
4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
4.1. Summary of tests
Tests of the restrictions on preferences we have considered can be carried
out in many sequences. We propose to test restrictions on the structure of pref-
erences, given equality and symmetry restrictions, but not monotonicity and
quasiconvexity restrictions. Monotonicity and quasiconvexity restrictions take
the form of inequalities rather than equalities, so that these restrictions do not
affect the asymptotic distributions of our statistics for tests of restrictions on the
structure of preferences.' These distributions are the same with or without
See Saniuclson [1965] arid Houthakker [1965]. We may also mention the "self-dual addilog
system" introduced by Houthakker [l965]. This system is not generated by additive utility functions
except for special cases.
This is the special case introduced by Hicks [1969]. See also Samuelson [1969].
14For some of these results on the duality of direct and indirect utility functions, see Houthakker
[1960], Samuelson [1960] and Lau [1969b].
See Malinvaud [19701, pp. 366-36&
71imposing the restrictions assoCiated withfllOflOtOfliCity and cluasiconve\itv
After the set of acceptable restrictionson the structure of preferences is deter-
mined, we can impose the constraints implied by monotonicity andquasiconvexjy
of the direct or indirect utility function.
Our proposed test procedure is presented in diagrammatic formin a series of
five figures. We propose to test the restrictions derived fromgroupwise separability.
homotheticity, groupwise homotheticity, and commodityaugmenting change in
preferences, in parallel. Given groupwise homotheticseparability for any group.
we proceed to test the additional restrictions implied by groupwise linearlogarith-
mic utility, conditional on the restrictions impliedby groupwise homothetjc
separability. Given the outcome of these testswe can determine the set of accept-
able restrictions on the structure of preferences.
Beginning with separability, we recall that, first,groupwise separability for
two of the three possible groups of two commodities fromthe third commodity
implies groupwise separability for the thirdgroup and additivity of the utility
function. Likewise, explicit groupwiseseparability for two of the three possible
groups implies explicit groupwise separability for the thirdand explicit additivity
of the utility function. Second, groupwiseseparability for two of the three possible
groups of two commodities from time implies groupwiseseparability of the third
group from time and neutrality ofthe utility function.Likewise, explicit groupwise
separability kr two of the three possiblegroups from time implies explicit group-
wise separability of the third group from timeand explicit neutrality of the utility
fu nct ion.
We first test groupwise separabilityrestrictions for each possiblegroup. If
we accept groupwise separability forany group, we proceed to test explicitgroup- wise separabil!ty for thatgroup. If we accept the hypothesis of groupwisesepara- bility from the third commodityfor any two ofthe three possiblegroups, we accept
the hypothesis of additivity.If we accept the hypothesisof explicit groupwise
separability from the third commodityfor any two of the threegroups, we accept the hypothesis of explicitadditivity. If we accept thehypothesis of groupwise separability from time forany two of the three possiblegroups. we accept the hypothesis of neutrality.If we accept the hypothesisof explicit groupwise
separability from time forany two of the three groups,we accept the hpothesis of explicit neutrality.
Our test procedure forseparability is presented diagrammaticallyin Figure I. There are three sets oftests of this type; the diagramgives only one set of suchtests. For each groupwe test groupwise separability fromthe third commodity and from time. Conditionalon the corresponding groupwiseseparability restrictions, we proceed to test the hypothesisof explicit groupwiseseparability from the third commodity and from time.Combining results from thetests for each of the three commodity groups,we can test the hypotheses ofadditivity, explicit additivity, neutrality, and explicitneutrality.












Figure ITests of Separability. (There are three sets of testsof this type; this diagram goes onIone
set of such tests corresponding to the group1. 2.)
Our test procedure for homotheticity,homotheticity, explicit homotheticity. and
homogeneity is presented diagrammatically inFigure 2.
IF we accept groupwise homotheticity for any group,we proceed to test
explicit groupwise homotheticity andinclusive groupwise homotheticity for that
group in parallel.Ifwe accept both explicitgroupwise homoetheticity and inclusive
groupwise homotheticity for any group. we acceptthe hypothesisofexplicit
groupwise inclusive homotheticity. Conditional onexplicit groupwise homo-
theticity for any group, we proceed to testgroupwise homogeneity for that group.
Our test procedure for explicit andinclusive groupwise homotheticity is presented
diagrammatically in Figure 3. There are three setsof testsofthis type; the diagram
gives only one set of such tests.
We observe that a utility functionwith time-varying preferences is charac-
terized by linear logarithmic utility if itis groupwise linear logarithmic in allthree
possible groups consisting of twocommodities each. Inclusive groupwise homo-
theticity for all three groups implies thatthe utility function is linear logarithmic;
if we accept inclusive groupwisehomotheticity for all three groups, we acceptthe
hypothesis of linear logarithmic utility.If we accept explicit inclusive groupwise
homotheticity for all three groups, we acceptthe hypothesis of explicit linear
logarithmic utility. Finally, if we acceptgroupwise homogeneity for all three groups,
we accept the hypothesisof neutral linear logarithmic utility.
We can combine the results of ourparallel tests of separability and homo-
theticity in order to draw conclusionsabout homothetic separability, If we accept
the hypothesis of groupwise separabilityfor a group consisting of two commodities
from the third, and For the same group weaccept the hypotheses ofgroupwise
73


















Figure 2Tests of Honiotheticity.
homotheticity, explicit groupwise hornotheticity,inclusive groupwise homo-
theticity, or groupwise homogeneity,we accept the hypotheses of groupwise
homothetic separability, groupwise explicitlyhomothetic separability, groupwise
inclusive homothetic separability,or grotipwise homogeneous separability,
respectively, for that group. Similarly, ifwe accept the hypothesis of explicitgroup-
wise separability for a givengroup, and for the same group we accept the hypothesis
of groupwise homotheticity,explicit groupwise homotheticity,inclusive groupwise
homotheticity and groupwise homogeneity,we accept the hypotheses of groupwise
honiothetic explicit separability,explicit groupwise homothetjcseparability, groupwise inclusive homotheticexplicit separability and explicitgroupwise
homogeneous separability, respectively,for that group. Finally, ifwe accept the hypotheses of additivity andhomotheticity, we accept the hypothesisof homo- thetic additivity,Ifwe accept the hypotheses ofexplicit additivity and either explicit homotheticityor homogeneity, we accept the hypothesesof explicit linear logarithmic utility andneutral linear logarithmicutility, respectively.


















Figure 3Tests of Groupwise Homotheticity (There are three sets of testsof this type; this diagram
gives only one set of such tests corresponding to the groupi. 2.)
groups of two commodities each, we acceptlinear logarithmic utility of the utility
function. 11 we accept explicit inclusive groupwisehomotheticity of any one of the
three possible groups of two commodities each, we acceptthe hypothesis of explicit
groupwise linear logarithmic utility for that group.If we accept explicit inclusive
groupwise homotheticity of any two of the three possible groupsof two commodi-
ties each, we accept the hypothesis of explicit linearlogarithmic utility of the utility
function.
Alternatively, proceeding under the hypothesis of explicitadditivity, if we
accept inclusive groupwise homotheticityof any one of the three possible groups
of two commodities each, we also accept thehypothesis of explicit groupwise
linear logarithmic utility for that group. If we acceptinclusive groupwise homo-
theticity of any two of the three possible groupsof two commodities each, we
accept the hypoihesis of explicit linear logarithmicutility.
If we accept the hypothesis of groupwise homotheticseparability for all three
possible groups of two commodities each and, in addition, we acceptthe hypoth-
esis of inclusive groupwise homotheticity of any oneof the three possible groups
of two commodities each, we accept the hypothesis oflinear logarithmic utility. If
75either of these two hypotheses are strengthened to hold expIicitl, Weaccept the
hypothesis of explicit linear logarithmic utility.
Ifwe accept the hypothesis of groupwise honiothctic separability for any
groupoftwo commodities from the third, we proceed to test the hypothesis of
groupwise linear logarithmic utility for that group, conditional ongroupwjse
homothetic separability. liwe accept the hypothesis ofgroupwise linear logarithmic
utility for group consisting of two commodities, and for that group weaccept any
two of the three hypotheses of explicit groupwise separability, explicitgroupwise
homotheticity, and inclusive groupwise homotheticity, we accept thehypothesis
of explicit linear logarithmic utility for that group. If, in addition,we accept the
hypothesis of groupwise homogeneity for that group, we accept thehypothesis of
explicit neutral linear logarithmic utility for that group.Ifwe accept the hypothesis
ofgroupwise linear logarithmic utility for any two of the three possiblecommodity
groups, we accept the hypothesis of linear logarithmic utility. Our testprocedure
for groupwise linear logarithmic utility, given groupwise homotheticseparability





















Finally, we consider tests ofrestrictions associated with commodityaugment- ing changesofpreferences over time. Firstwe test the hypothesis of groupwise
equal rates of commodityaugmentation for all three possiblegroups of two
commodities each. If weaccept the hypothesis of equalrates of commodity
augmentation for any two of the threegroups, we accept the hypothesis of equal
rates of augmentation for allthree commodities, andhence for all three groups. There is then no needto test zero rates because equalzero rates for all commodities is implied by explicitneutrality, which has beentested under separability. If we















Figure STests of CommodityAugmefltiflg Change inPreferences.
4.2. Estimation
Our empirical results are based on timeseries data for prices and quantities
of durables, non-durables, and energy andtime. We have fitted the equations for
budget shares generated by direct andindirect translog utility functions with time-
varying preferences, using the stochasticspecification outlined above. Under this
specification only two equations are requiredfor a complete econometric model of
demand. We have fitted equations for durablesand for energy.i? For both direct
and indirect specifications we impose thehypothesis that the model of demand is
consistent with utility maximization, so thatthe parameters of this model satisfy
equality and symmetry restrictions. Giventhese restrictions, and the normaliza-
tion ofat minus unity, eleven unknownparameters remain to be estimatedin
our econometric model.Estimates of these parameters for the directtranslog
utility function with time-varying preferences aregiven in the first column of
Table I. Estimates of these parameters forthe indirect transiog utility function
with time-varying preferences arepresented in the first column of Table 2.
'We employ the maximum likelihood estimatordiscussed. for esample. by Malinvaud [1970].
pp. 338-341 For the direct seriesof tests we assume that the disturbances are independentof the
quantities consumed. For the indirect series of tests we assumethat the disturbances are independent

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































11IJgA-UI)  41!M  UOUOUflJ  cl!I!lfl  OIsuu  3J!p  J0  !4Ou'o4 
!Mdhb0  Lp!Vt  PWP0SSR  S!  11110J  It10!DUflJ  UO  Suo(1!JIsoiJo  s  qiJnoj  mo 
Iqjjo  xis-uiq  qnomqj  AUfti%  SUWflIOD  U!  U!t!2  uo!)OunJ  c1!I!n  OISU1fl1  1J!Pu!  ioj  ')W!JS 
PP!i)S3i  uipuodsmmo.i,  LIJ.  1!3L30U10q  S!MdnoJ  mo 
uipuodsmmo  A!  xis-dm!q  qflOiqi  1q1-/Jrtp  suwnjoj  SUO1PLISJ 
siMdnoJ  A!SflpUi  moj  sznuisi  pID!J)wJ  u!puodsijo, 
! 
oM-2J!q  'l°P  (iiq  SUWflJOD  &iiqqowoq  3SiMdnom  1!iidx  .IOJ  StW!js 
PP!i1S3i  U!pU0dSJ,iO)  41  A!  UIU-  UM  qnoiq  q!o-1cuMJ  sUwnIOJ 
SUWI1tOD  (IAS-AJUA%)  pg  LXIS-I(UM1  Lfl  U!  UAi8  {  }  pu  '  } 
sdnoi  moj  siwns  pP!J)s1  {  }  dnoi  qi  '0J  tiowo  3SiMdnom  ioj  sw!1  31DU1SJ  SA!  JqU.LJo  uwnio  q1-uM  qI  sDu3JJJd  UiiCJIM 
Ui!  4!M  UOIJDUflJ  I()i!In  oisu;u  )ZJip  41  Jo  pPq)owoq  s!Mdnoi  jo  ssD4odq  qjr  piooss  Si  WJOJ  IUOU3Lj  (10  SUO!pUjSj  JO  o  qijjo  suwnjo  qunoj-(u  qnoiqj  qiupuiu  qi 
U!  UA!  3JS  UOtpUflj  !I!P  ojsumi  Pi!pUi  qi  iOj  SU1iIS  tiipuodsiioj 
1  !qIjo  suwno  mnoj-ciun  qnomqj  puos-iCium  qJ  ui  sdnoi  ws 
U!  UJ  WOij  qinds  SMdnom  11D!IdX  .zoJ  swwus  usid  M 
dncu2  qi  moj  uwnto  qi  pui  i'i}  dnom  Lp  ioj  sws  St  uwno  qpu  qj  tuii  woij  'j}  dnoi  moj  iiqnds 
SiMdfl0j  moj  sjuis  PD!i1Si  SA!  jqj  Jo  UWflO  Lpupu!U  0(1j 
iqnjjo  SUWflIOD  LflU001  q2nomq  (11U1ii4J  041  Ui  U0A! 
0J  IJO!lOUflJ  X2!1!lfl  OISUJ1  P0J!PU!  042  moj  S  wrso  uipuodsomJo3  J 
JO  SUWflJO3  42U  14I0  411O.44  41U001X!S  341  Ui  sdnoi  3LULS  35341  U!  iiqt?J1d3s 
0SiMdnom  11311th3  .10J  S31W(1S3  010!J1S31  juosoid  3M  'mu  pu  s3qtmnp-uou 
'{  '}  dnoi  1)  JOJ  S34W!JS3  soAi  oqL  Jo  UWI1IOO  41U301J!j  4I  Aiouo 
PU  S3q13mnpJo  U!iS!SUO0  '{  }  dnom  oti  .1OJ  S31IWUS0  sA!  j  oqjo  UWI1OD 
tlfliOOlmfloj  (11  soqmnpuou  put  soqemnp  jo  sjsisuoo  dnom  siqj  {z  '}  dnoi 
3114  JO  0S!Mdfl0j  J0J  S01tU!)S0  pOlOiilSOJ  S0AI  0qRJ  JO  UIUflIOO 
4luoomiq4  OI  soouomojaid  U!(J?A-0U1!1  'l!!  (10!1OUflJ  i(ir!!in  OIUUJ3  lOOmip 
041  Jo  !l!qJdos  0S!MdnoJ  qir  p3IUI3OSSR  S!  Suot  !JlsOm  JO  105  4XOU  .ino 
SUOiIOUflJ  1!!!1fl  olsuUJ1  3!P'!  Pt'  130JiP  J0J  IUOIIUOP!  3J(  '111U'  3tWq1!1UOI 
JEu!I  I'lfl3(i  JOJ  S01W!4S  oquj  Jo  SULUflIOO  (1IjPMI  4flOJ41  UO30S  041 
U!  POIUOS3Jd  0Jt  U0!1OUflJ  i(pi4fl  OjSt1R.11  103J!pU!  oq  moj  S311?W!ISO  U!pU0dS3J1OD 
4!1!1ri  0iwq1rmpo1  ''!I  pun  0(11  pu  '!I!1n  3!w114!m0I  itou!l 
IID!tdXO  .IOpufl  4IUOAOp  3111  1!I!1fl  3!tU1P!J0I  mnouiI  JOPun  SOIUW!2S3  S3AI  UWI1IOD 
041  A1!0UO&J1UO(1  Jopull  qlUiu  042  '!  (120U04  1!oitdxo  mopun  424!° 
34$  '1!0!1oqowo  Joptill  SOjflth!)S3  S3A!  UWI1IOD  LI1UOAOS  3111  c1!I(u4n3u  3!0!IdxO 
O)Ufl  (14X!S  0111  pun  '  !nm1nou  Jopun  L11J(1  041  "1!"!1!PP'  1(3!!dXO  mopun  S01PW!1S3 
s3A!  ULUfl1Ori  41.IflOJ  044  S1I0!J3!JJSZ)J  (UA!1iPI)1  iopufl  S01EU1!ISO  S3A!  UWI1103 
pu41  3J  SUO!10!JlicoJ  JOjIJUJ  11!S0d1.U!  IflO(11!M  S3O$0J  LJO!2R1L10Wfl(  1!P0Ww03 
344  JO  S31P(tiis  OP!AOJd  04  P0?!JlOtllUmndOm  SL1OIj0iJJS0J  /(J13LUW1S  pun  1!Inflb3 
'OPUfl  S01I!w!Iso 
I  IP'JJ  lllIInjO  puioos  0111  UO!IDUI1J  '1!I!  0LJ1  JO  Uli(J  31.14 
$flOq  !S0Ll1odLJ  'I'  41!"  pi14'  M1O!10!J$S0I  Jn110!1!PPn  01.11  050(1111!  (101.11  °h\ 
!UO!I0tj41  AJI.)UIIUA  pul!  (l!JflI)o  0(11  OSOdlU!  1N  S(1O!P!J20J  JO  435  Jol 
J3U3  pLii  soJqnJ(1I)..UotI  soqnmnp  ioj  souomojomd  JOIUUSUO3  Jo  0J1lflJ$S 
31(4  UO  SUOi4ij153j  050(1(111  0%  pU1U0p  JO  AJOOL{1  Ju  cI!t)i(nA  0111  U3f%!D preferences. For each of these hypotheses we impose equality and symmetry
restrictions and the corresponding groupwise separability and groupwisehomo-
theticity restrictions. The thirty-seventh column of Table I gives restrictedesti-
mates for groupwise homothetic separability for the group{!, 2. Corresponding
estimates tor groups { 1, 3 and {2, 3} are given in coluninsthirty-eight and thirty-
nine of Table I. Restricted estimates for groupwise linear logarithmicutility are
given in columns forty through forty-two. for explicit groupwise linearlogarithmic
utility in columns forty-three through forty-five, and for groupwiseneutral linear
logarithmic utility in columns forty-six through forty-eight. Thecorresponding
restricted estimates for the indirect transiog utility function aregiven in columns
thirty-seven through forty-eight of Table 2.
The fifth and final setofrestrictions on functional form is associated with
restrictions on the form of commodity augmenting change in preferencesfor the
direct translog utility function with time-varying preferences. We presentrestricted
estimates corresponding to the hypotheses of groupwise equal ratesof commodity
augmentation in columns forty-nine through fifty-one of Table I andrestricted
estimates corresponding to the hypotheses of zero ratesof commodity augmenta-
tion in columns fifty-two through fifty.four. Correspondingestimates for the
indirect translog utility function is given in columnsforty-nine through fIfty-foui
of Table 2.
43. Test statistics
To test the validity of equality restrictions implied bythe theoryofdemand
and restrictions on the formofthe utility function, we employ test statistics based




The likelihood ratio is the rati'ofthe maximum value of the likelihood function
for the econometric modelofdemandwithout restriction to the maximum value
ofthe likelihood function for the model w subject to restriction.
We have estimated econometric models of demand fromdata on U.S. personal
consumption expenditures for 1947-1971. There are twenty-fiveobservations for
each behavioral equation, so that the number of degreesof freedom available for
statistical tests of the theory of demand is fifty for eitherdirect or indirect specifica-
tion. For normally distributed disturbances thelikelihood ratio is equal to the
ratioofthe determinantofthe restricted estimator of the variance-covariance
matrix of the disturbances to the determinantof the unrestricted estimator, each
raised to the power - (n/2).
Our test statistic for each set of restrictions isbased on minus twice the
logarithm of the likelihood ratio, or:
2 In A = n(In itj - In
where tis the restricted estimator of the variance-covariancematrix and is
97the unrestricted estimator.Under the null hypothesis the likelihood ratiotest
statistic is distributed,asymptotically as chi-squared with a number of degreesof
freedom equal to the number of restrictionsto be tested.
To control the overall level ofsignificance for each series of tests, directanc
indirect, we set the level ofsignificance lôr each series at 0.05. We thenallocate
the overall level of significance amongthe various stages in each serieso tests.
We test groupwise separability,homotheticity, groupwise homotheticitygfoup.
wise linear logarithmic utility, andgroupwise equal rates of commodity augmeni
tion proceeding conditionally on the validity of the equality and symmetry
restrictions implied by the theory of demand. These tests are not "nested" so that
the sum of the levels of significance for eachof the five sets of hypotheses isan Upper
bound for he level of significance of tests of the sets of hypotheses considered
simultaneously. We assign a level of significance of 0.01 to each of the five sets of
restrictions.
There are twelve restrictions associated with groupwise separability and
explicit groupwise separability: we assign a level of significance of 0.0008 to each.
There are three restrictions associated with honiotheticity; we assign o.00to
each. There are twelve restrictions associated with groupwise homotheticity.
we assign t10008 to each. There are three restrictions associated with groupwise
linear logarithmic utility; we assign 0.0033 to each of these restrictions. Finally,
there are six restrictions associated with groupwise equal rates of commodity
augmentation; we assign a level of significance of 0.0017 to each.
For our econometric models of demand based on the direct and indirect
translog utility functions with time-varying preferences we have assigned levels of
significance to each of our tests of hypotheses about the structure of preferencesso
as to control the overall level of significance for all tests at 0.05. The probability
of a false rejection for one test among the collection of all tests we consideris
less than or equal to 0.05. With the aid of critical values for our test statistics given
in Table 3, the reader can evaluate the results of our tests for alternative significance
levels or for alternative allocations of the overall level of significanceamong
stages of our test procedure. Test statistics for each of the hypotheseswe have
considered about the structure of preferences are given in Table 4.
TABLE 3
CIUTIcAL VALUES OF 72/DEGRELSorFREEDOM
Degrees of Level of significance
freedom 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.005 0.001 0.0005
I 2.71 3.84 6.64 7.88 10.83 12.12
2 2.30 3.00 4.61 5.30 6.91 7.60
The results of our tests of restrictionson preferences based on the direct
translog utility function,as presented in Table 4, are, first, that the group { I, 2},
durables and non-durables, isseparable from commodity 2, energy, and that the
group {2, 3}, non-durables andenergy, is separable from commodity 1, durables.




Degrees ofCritical Test Statistics
Hypothesis Freedom Values Direct Indirect
Given equality and .cynimetrv
Groupwise separability
l,2}from3 I 11.35 4.40 0.55
1,3) from 2 1 11.35 27.52 15.14
2, 3) from 1 I 11.35 1.86 30.35
ll.2}fromt 1 11.35 15.44 3.83
11, 3) from t I 11.35 7.08 27.96
{2,3}fromt I 11.35 4.11 37.73
Homotheticity 2 5.98 28.24 25.37
Groupwise homotheticity
1,2) 1 11.35 1.87 1.08
{I,3} I 11.35 1.90 24.68
(2.3) I 11.35 3.21 17.65
Groupwise equal rates
(1.2) I 1032 11.89 2.13
1,3) 1 10.32 12.45 16.50
(2,3) 1 10.32 14.18 30.38
Given groupwise separability
Groupwise explicit separability
1,2)iroin3 I 11.35 12.61 1.39
1. 3} from 2 1 11.35 0.88 0.38
(2, 3) fromI 1 11.35 11.61 5.27
1,2) fromi I 11.35 0.00 3.99
(1.3) from t 1 11.35 4.97 0.67
{2.3}fromt I 11.35 28.16 15.17
G irenhortwtltetieiry
Explicit homotheticity 2 5.98 10.09 1.20
Given groupwise homothelicity
Groupwise inclusive homothesicity
1,2) 1 11.35 29.25 13.04
I, 3) I 11.35 3.56 21.99
(2,3} 1 11.35 20.77 13.11
Groupwise explicit homoetheticity
(I,2} I 11.35 12.70 1.63
11,3) 1 11.35 10.77 0.16
(2,31 1 11.35 26.20 13.99
Given groupvise equal rates
Groupwise zero rates
(1,2) 1 10.32 0.23 5.12
(1,3) 1 10.32 2.21 2.60
(2, 3) I 10.32 0.08 4.90
Givenexplicit homotheticity
Homogeneity 1 9.13 3.21 45.50
Given group wise explicit inclusive hornotheticity
Groupwise homogeneity
(1,2} I 11.35 3.69 38.89
(1,3) I 11.35 32.01 13.12
(2, 3) I 11.35 13.82 52.24
Given groupwise homothetic separability
Groupwise linear logarithmic utility
(1,2) I 9.13 15.72 27.06
(1,3) 1 9.13 1.57 20.50
(2,3) 1 9.13 16.02 10.35- k
and energy, and the group 2, 3 },non-durables and energy, are separable fromtime
These two sets of restrictionsimply neutrality. Third, all three possiblegroups o'
two commodities each aregroupwise hornothetic; hence, each of thesegroups is
homotheticallY separable. Fourth, the gioup1, 3}, durahies andenergy, is
explicitly inclusive groupwise homothetic, which implies explicit linear logarithn.1j
utility. Finally, the group { I, 3} isexplicitly separable from time, which
implies
neutral linear logarithmic utility or constant budget shares. This specification is
determined by only two unknown parameters.
Turning to the results of our tests of restrictions on preferences based on the
indirect translog utility function, as presented in Table 4, we find that the group
1, 3}, consisting of durables and non-durables, is explicitly groupwise separable
from commodity 2, energy, and from time. This group is also explicitly groupwj5e
homothetic and has equal rates of commodity augmentation equal tozero.
The form of the system of equations corresponding to the indirect utility function
is as follows:
p1X1 +fit, (In [p1/M] - In {p,/M])
Al-- I +fl33In (p3!Al) +fi3
p2X2 -- fi11(In [p1/M] - In [p2/M])
M - 1 4.1133 In(p3/M) +
p3X3 + fi33 In (p3/M) + [i3'
M - I + /?33 In (p3/M) ± /33, .I
This specification is determined by five unknown parameters. We recall thatthe
direct and indirect utility function represent the same preferences only if theyare
self-dual. The dual of the neutral linear logarithmic direct utility function isthe
neutral linear logarithmic indirect utility function. We conclude thatthe test
results for the two models do not coincide. This is not surprising, since thestochastic
specifications used in the two sets of tests are different.
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